
The Extraordinary First Ten Years of Micro Back 637
by Jamie Yakes 

The purpose of this article is to document the untold story of $5 micro back plate 637 
during the 10 years between the day it was begun on January 24, 1935, and when it was finished 
as a printing plate on November 10, 1944. 

Plate 637 spent most of its life as a master electrolytic basso from which it and its clones, 
known as altos, and some bassos made from those altos, fathered all the small-size 12-subject $5 
back plates made between 1935 and 1951. As such, it was the single most important plate of its 
era. The design it carried was rendered obsolete in 1951 when back plates with narrower designs 
began to be made. 

Recent research1,2 has chronicled the salvaging and use of plate 637 as a printing plate 
between 1944 and 1949. During that time sheets printed from it were mated with a host of $5 
silver certificate, legal tender and Federal Reserve note faces to produce a plethora of rare mule 
and non-mule varieties. 

Two numbers are assigned to currency plates. The plate number is found in the margin of 
the sheet and is trimmed away before sheets are sealed and numbered. The plate number for 637 
was 1442 (Fig. 1). It was from a set of sequential numbers that originated in 19293 and threaded 
through all small-size back plates for $5s and higher denominations. 

The other number is the plate serial number, which was from a running sequence of 
numbers assigned to the backs of a particular denomination. Those sequences also were initiated 
in 1929, and began at 1 for all denominations. Plate serial numbers are not etched into a plate 
until it is finished as a printing plate, so 637 never appeared on plate 1442 until 1944, almost ten 
years after it was made. 

Uniform back plate 1442 was one of eight $5 new-gauge electrolytic bassos made in 
December 1934 and January 1935 from two altos lifted from $5 new-gauge steel master plate 
1427. Let’s sort out these terms.  

Figure 1. Uniform $5 back plate 1442--better known to collectors as $5 micro back plate 
serial 637. 
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Figure 2. Plate serial number 637 
was not etched into the subjects of 
basso 1442 until it was finished as a 
printing plate in 1944. 

The vast majority of small-size currency plates were made by electrolytic deposition of 
metal onto some type of mold.4 The technology was invented in 1911 and perfected by George 
U. Rose, Chief of the Engraving Division at the BEP. By 1924 electrolytic deposition had 
supplanted traditional steel-roll transfer for most plate production.5 

By the 1930s, steel-roll transfer was primarily used to make steel master plates. That 
process began with an intaglio die, a flat piece of steel containing reverse-reading intaglio image 
of the face or back of a note. A soft steel cylinder was rocked over the die under great force, 
which caused the steel in the roll to pick up the image. That image stood in relief on the roll. The 
roll was hardened and then used to transfer the image 12 times to a flat steel plate to create a 12-
subject intaglio plate. This master then served as the mold used in the electrolytic process. 

 The steel master plate was submerged in electrolytic solution where nickel was deposited 
onto its surface. The nickel object, called an alto, was separated from the master plate whereon a 
mirror image of the steel intaglio plate stood in relief on its surface. 

The alto in turn served as a mold upon which a thin layer of nickel and subsequent 
thicker layer of iron were deposited. This object, called a basso, was separated from the alto and 
was a perfect replica of the steel master plate.  

Bassos went two ways. Plate serial numbers could be etched onto each subject to produce 
a printing plate, or they could be left as is to serve as a master from which altos could be made 
(Fig. 2). The advantage of nickel-iron master bassos over steel master plates was that nickel altos 
separated from bassos more readily than from steel masters. 

By 1928, sheet spoilage had become a serious 
problem for plate printers because of tight margins on 
finished sheets created by the narrow vertical separations 
between the subjects on printing plates. The BEP 
resolved this in 1934 by increasing the vertical 
separations between subjects, on what were called new-
gauge plates. This change required production of new 
steel masters, which commenced with production of a 
new-gauge $1 steel master face in July.  

The change for $5 backs came on October 26, 
when the BEP started $5 new-gauge steel master back 
plate 1427 using the $5 roll lifted from the original back 
die in 1928. Each subject impressed on 1427 was spaced 
slightly farther apart in the vertical direction to create 
wider margins on the printed sheets. 

 Plate 1427 was used to prepare electrolytic altos 
1216 and 1217 in early December. Later that month, the 
BEP used those altos to make bassos 1430, 1431, 1434, 
1435, 1440 and 1441. Bassos 1431, 1434, 1435 and 1441 

were certified as printing plates in January 1935, respectively as backs bearing plate serial 
numbers 632, 633, 634 and 636. Then, on January 31, steel master 1427 was certified as plate 
630, thus ending its use as a master plate. 

Bassos 1430 and 1440 had been held back in order to serve as masters, and were used to 
make altos 1220 through 1226 in December 1934 and January 1935. Afterwards 1430 and 1440 
were deemed defective and canceled. 
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On January 24, 1935, the BEP prepared electrolytic bassos 1442 and 1443 from altos 
1216 and 1217. Basso 1443 was certified as back 638 in February. Basso 1442 was assigned all-
important plate serial 637, and began service as the sole $5 master electrolytic basso for making 
$5 altos for the next eight years. Serial number 637 was not etched into each subject on the plate 
at this time.  

The first altos made from 1442 were 1228, 1229 and 1230 in March. The first production 
plate made from one of those altos was basso 1447 started on July 9 from alto 1230, and certified 
as back 642 on July 17. 

Basso 1442 ultimately spawned 37 altos during 15 production cycles through 1943 (see 
Table 1). These altos were the molds used to prepare all the $5 backs produced from July 1935 
through October 1944. Many were prepared in the first few months of each fiscal year, which 
began July 1. The largest group was made in September 1942, coincident with the initial North 
Africa and Hawaii printings.  

Table 1. $5 Altos Prepared from $5 Master Back Basso 1442. 
Date Made    Alto Numbers         
March 1935    1228, 1229, 1230 
July 1935 1241, 1242 
1936    1276, 1277, 1281, 1283, 1291 
March 1937    1333, 1340 
July 1937 1372, 1373 
August 1937    1374, 1375, 1376 
December 1937   1377, 1378 
January 1938    1379, 1380 
July 1938 1437, 1440 
August 1939    1442 
August 1941    1468, 1469 
July 1942 1476, 1477 
September 1942  1481, 1482, 1483, 1485, 1487, 1489 
September 1943  1510 
October 1943    1511, 1512 

The last altos made from basso 1442 were completed in October 1943. The BEP started 
producing altos from two new electrolytic bassos in 1944. Those two bassos were fathered from 
altos made from 1442.  

Bassos 3724 and 3813 were made in July and November, respectively, and were used to 
make altos 1565 through 1575 from October through December. Basso 3724 was finished as 
plate 1691 on December 5. Basso 3813 became the new $5 master basso, and was eventually 
canceled in 1955. 

Basso 1442 was retired from duty as a mold for altos, but salvaged as an economy 
measure and certified on November 10, 1944 as a production plate. Plate serial number 637 was 
etched into each of its 12 subjects using micro-size numerals similar to those used on plates 
finished prior to January 1938.  

The remarkable plate entered service on June 23, 1945, and produced a steady stream of 
scarce to rare mule and non-mule varieties until June 2, 1949. They have long been recognized 
and revered by numismatists owing to the distinctive micro-size 637 plate serial number. Notes 
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with that back plate serial stuck out like a sore thumb against contemporary notes having macro-
size four-digit serial numbers.  

Back 637 met its demise when canceled on June 14, 1949, an amazing 14 years after it 
was made. No other plate in the history of U.S. currency is known to have had a more varied life. 

The legacy of master basso 1442 is vast. Its altos fathered more than 1,000 $5 back plates 
between 1935 and 1944. Master bassos made from those altos fathered another 500 plates 
between 1944 and 1951. All told, production of nearly 1,500 $5 back plates can be traced to 
basso 1442. 

The last basso made from altos produced directly from basso 1442 were bassos 3783 and 
3784 on October 23, 1944. Both were certified as printing plates, respectively, with serials 1692 
and 1693 on November 5 and 10. Over the next few years they were logged out to press where 
ironically they served alongside their father. 
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